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Abstract: With the development of high-speed wireless LAN, the use of multimedia-type digital
contents is increasing significantly even in the smart home environment. Therefore, it is very
important to efficiently process and manage the use of digital content in the form of multimedia.
In order to effectively process multimedia digital contents in the wireless LAN environment of a
smart home, a server higher than the PC level is required. There is also a need for a support system
that can exchange multimedia digital contents between clients of home appliances. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose a Smart Home Digital Contents Management and Operation System (SDCMOS)
that effectively processes and supports multimedia digital contents. This system is designed to
effectively process real-time multimedia processing in home service in a wireless LAN environment.
In addition, it was made possible to efficiently search multimedia information directly from the home
server. SDCMOS is designed to be usable in fields such as biomedical image search, history museums,
art exhibition halls, tourism information, geographic information, and e-commerce.
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1. Introduction

The growth and development of wired and wireless internet greatly affected the use
of multimedia type digital contents and also had a great influence on the home service
environment. In particular, as the use of multimedia-type digital contents has increased
significantly, technology that effectively processes and manages them has become very
important. However, although a lot of research to operate multimedia digital contents is
being conducted all over the world, there are few research results on embedded digital
contents operation technology that effectively operates digital contents in small home
clients such as home appliances [1].

A smart home provides a wired/wireless network environment to connect various
network furniture such as home computers, portable computers, PDAs, set-up boxes,
and network multimedia content players. In a smart home, a user can enjoy various enter-
tainment at home, such as watching TV or listening to music. In a smart home based on
the Internet of Things (IoT), a virtual interaction between the user and objects takes place.
Collaborative research on the interaction of multimedia contents in a smart computing
environment is carried out by Berkeley’s ICSI project, CMU’s Smart Meeting Room Task
at ISL at CMU (SMaRT) project, UCSB University’s AVIARY project, University of Col-
orado’s Neem project, and TeCo Lab. It is being implemented in the Aware Office project.
In particular, CMU’s SMaRT project is also conducting research to support collaboration
activities implicitly without an explicit request from the user by analyzing the activities of
the meeting room through voice and video [1–3]. It is necessary to research and develop
multimedia services that respond to various situational changes by themselves rather than
at the level of content search.

Existing home networking causes extreme inconvenience when selecting a wired
option because it requires new wiring and limits flexibility to devices. To correct these
limitations, the wireless home networking system (802.11b/g, UWB, ZigBee, Bluetooth,
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home RF, wireless 1394) and other technologies are used to build a home network. XBee
wireless communication technology, an extended version of Zgbee, is applied to wirelessly
communicate home environment information.

In order to effectively process digital multimedia contents in the wireless LAN environ-
ment of Smart Home, a support system capable of exchanging digital multimedia contents
between a desktop level server or higher and a client of home appliances is required [2].
In order to effectively manage and operate digital multimedia contents based on the MPEG-
7 schema in the home client–home-server environment, the three parts of technology must
be well related to each other. These three-part technology components are MPEG-7 process
technology, embedded DB technology, and data synchronization technology. These three
technologies can be effectively combined based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [3].

Figure 1 is for effectively managing and operating digital multimedia contents config-
ured based on the MPEG-7 schema in the home-client–home-server environment. MPEG-7
technology, embedded DB technology, and synchronization technology can be effectively
combined based on XML. Three specific core technologies based on XML are embedded
in MPEG-7 database management technology, XML-based MPEG-7 document validation
check technology, and MPEG-7 data synchronization technology [4].

Figure 1. MPEG-7-based digital multimedia contents technology.

In this paper, we develop and use MPEG-7 schema-based Smart Home digital contents
management and operation system (SDCMOS: Smart Home Digital Contents Management
and Operation System) to effectively process multimedia in a Smart Home environment by
mixing these technologies [5]. A home service application was built. SDCMOS consists of
Smart Home digital contents management system (SDCMS: Smart Home Digital Contents
Management System), Smart Home digital contents operation system (SDCOS: Smart
Home Digital Contents Operation System), and Smart Home application service (SAS:
Smart Home Application Service) [6].

SDCMS was developed by integrating embedded MPEG-7 data management technol-
ogy, MPEG-7 validation check technology, and MPEG-7 SyncML process technology [7].
MPEG-7 data management technology manages MPEG-7 data under limited hardware
resources. MPEG-7 validation check technology is a technology that checks the valida-
tion of MPEG-7 schema and document. MPEG-7 SyncML process technology supports
synchronization of MPEG-7 data between home client and home server [8].
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SDCOS was developed by interworking multimedia contents edit technology, multime-
dia contents control technology, and application service support technologies. The multime-
dia contents edit technology considers the characteristics of various media [9]. The multime-
dia contents control technology is a combination of control technology to suit the operating
characteristics of various media. Application service support technology supports the
operation of Smart Home service effectively [10].

Smart Home application service (SAS: Smart Home Application Service) builds a
typical application service of Smart Home that utilizes digital contents in connection with
the development of SDCMOS [11].

2. Related Studies

An XML database can be largely divided into a pure XML database and an XML-
enabled database according to a model that handles XML documents internally. Among
them, the pure XML database stores XML documents as objects in the form of parsed
XML [12]. Therefore, there is no need to re-parse when extracting data, so the search is
fast and only the desired part can be extracted regardless of the size of the XML docu-
ment. In contrast, XML-enabled databases manage XML documents by extending existing
database technologies based on relational or object-oriented data models [13]. Therefore,
the XML document can be mapped to the corresponding data model internally and handled
using the operation of the data model.

In this paper, a pure XML database technology with fast search was used. Berkeley
DBXML is an XML version of Berkeley DB that stores XML documents in a container in a
native format [14–17]. Currently, version 2.0.9 is used, and the speed is improved compared
to the previous 1.2. This was made possible because the indexing technique using XPath,
a stable thread base, data size, disk I/O, and the query processor effectively manage the
data of the nodes selected by XPath. In this paper, considering the memory performance of
small mobile devices such as PDA and Pocket PC, native XML storage method, and Java
library based on C and C++, XML was based in a client–server environment to effectively
utilize multimedia data in a mobile environment [18–21]. Berkeley DBXML and the built-
in DBMS of existing studies for clustering XML documents are largely divided into a
document-targeted method and a schema-targeted method [22]. The former determines the
clustering policy using only the XML document, while the latter analyzes the XML schema
and uses it for clustering. Document-based clustering uses a method to determine an
effective clustering policy by receiving only XML documents as input without information
on an XML schema [23]. This method mainly treats XML documents as trees. Schema-
based clustering is a method used when the schema representing the frame of an XML
document is known [24]. In general, many well-defined applications have schemas for
most of the XML documents they deal with. This schema determines the structure of XML
documents in advance. Therefore, a more effective clustering policy can be devised by
using this. In addition, the MPEG-7 document storage method is classified into a pure
XML database storage method and an XML-enabled database storage method [25]. The big
difference between them lies in the format of the data model they use. The former is based
on XML data models such as Document Object Model (DOM) and Object Exchange Model
(OEM), and the latter is based on traditional relational data models or object-oriented
data models, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. In order to express complex
types of MPEG-7 schemas using XML-enabled database, it is inevitable to modify the
database structure [26]. This structural modification makes programming difficult and
incurs significant system overhead. Therefore, recently, many studies have been conducted
to manage MPEG-7 documents using a pure XML database storage method. The pure XML
database storage method is again divided into types according to the size of the record,
which is the smallest unit to be stored in an XML document. Lore Systems and TIMBER
follow the element-based policy where each element is used as a storage unit, and the
element is numbered and stored in advance [27]. Natix uses a subtree-based policy and
stores the entire XML document in the form of a subtree according to the size of the physical
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storage page [28]. Apache Xindice uses a DB policy that stores the entire XML document
as a single record. However, since these systems do not consider schemas, it is difficult to
efficiently utilize schema information when searching or managing. On the other hand,
if XML data are stored and managed using schema information, various storage policies
can be utilized. In addition, schema-based path indexes can be used when configuring
indexes, and validity can be verified in advance for query processing and update. OrientX
is a representative system. This system uses various storage policies based on schema
information. In particular, we propose each clustering method focusing on element-based
and sub-tree-based. These clustering methods can reduce storage space and reduce I/O
time. However, since this method was developed for general XML document management,
it has many shortcomings to support a schema with a complex structure like MPEG-7.
MPEG-7 is a structure that can derive various types from abstract types and has an organic
relationship between each element, so it should be stored in consideration of this. This is
because, as in OrientX, if the clustering policy of the MPEG-7 document is used based on
the cardinality of the XML schema, the system performance can be degraded by increasing
the number of disk block accesses.

3. Design of SDCMOS (Smart Home Digital Contents Management and
Operation System)

SDCMOS consists of three layers: application service, Smart Home digital contents
management and operation system (SDCOS), and Smart Home digital contents manage-
ment system (SDCMS) [29].

Figure 2 shows the architecture diagram of SDCMOS. When a user requests informa-
tion using the Smart Home application service module, SDCOS supports the operation of
the Smart Home service effectively through the search, contents edit, and control of the
requested information. SDCMS connects the request information received from SDCOS to
the database, finds the corresponding contents result, and transmits it to SDCOS [30].

Figure 2. 3-layer conceptual diagram of SDCMOS.

Figure 3 shows the overall system architecture diagram of the Smart Home digital
contents management and operation system (SDCMOS: Smart Home Digital Contents
Management and Operation System) that SDCMS and SDCOS are interworking to develop.
MDM/C, MDM/S, MSP/CS, and MVC are SDCMS components, and MDE, MCC, and ASS
are SDCOS components [31].
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Figure 3. Architecture diagram of Smart Home digital contents management and operation system
(SDCMOS).

3.1. SDCOS (Smart Home Digital Contents Operation System)

SDCOS consists of three functions:

* A function responsible for editing multimedia contents;
* A function to control contents according to the operating characteristics of various

media;
* A function that supports the effective operation of Smart Home service.

These functions are developed into three subsystems.
Figure 4 shows the architecture diagram for three subsystems.
The Multimedia Data Editing Subsystem (MDE) is a multimedia data edit subsystem

in charge of editing multimedia contents. The Multimedia Contents Control Subsystem
(MCC) is a multimedia contents control subsystem that controls contents suitable for the
operation characteristics of various media. ASS (Application Service Support Subsystem)
is an application service support subsystem that supports the operation of the Smart Home
service effectively [32]. The application service layer is a test bed that checks and improves
the functions of the upper layers, the SDCMS and SDCOS layers. It is built on top of
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SDCMOS to develop various new types of home service. These MDE, MCC, and ASS
subsystems are developed and then interlocked with SDCMS [33].

Figure 4. Architecture diagram of SDCOS layer.

3.2. SDCMS (Smart Home Digital Contents Management System)

SDCMS consists of three functions:

* A function to manage MPEG-7 database in home-server–home-client environment;
* A function to check XML Schema supporting MPEG-7 and validation of XML document;
* A function that processes the synchronization of MPEG-7 data between the client and

the server.

These functions are developed into three subsystems.
Figure 5 shows the architecture diagram for the three subsystems. MDM (MPEG-7

Data Management Subsystem) is an MPEG-7 data management subsystem and is client-
based and server-based. The client receives the data provided by the server and provides
them to the user. On the server basis, MPEG-7 data provided by Smart Home digital
contents DB are transmitted and provided to the client [34]. MVC (MPEG-7 Validation
Checking Subsystem) performs validation checks for XML documents based on the MPEG-7
schema. Checked validation data are stored in DB through server-side MDM. MSP (MPEG-
7 Data Synchronize Processing Subsystem) is a subsystem that processes MPEG-7 data
synchronization between home client and home server. MDM and MSP operate as a
cooperative work type between home server and home client [35]. In the case of MDM,
the home server has the full functions of a general database management system, but the
home client has only essential functions for the embedded system environment. That is,
MDM/C is run on the home client and MDM/S runs on the home server. In this case,
MDM/C is basically a subset of MDM/S. MSP functions appear as the same type on both
sides. That is, MSP/C and MSP/S have the same function and work cooperatively at the
same level [36].
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Figure 5. Architecture diagram of SDCMS layer.

4. Implementation of SDCMOS

Implementation of SDCMOS used the method of integrating and extending existing
research results. MDM implementation extended Sleepycat’s Berkeley DB XML, an existing
embedded XML DBMS, to enable MPEG-7 MDS management, and MVC implementation
extended Apache’s Xerces, an existing XML parser, to handle MPEG-7 MDS. MSP improved
ETRI’s SyncML framework, which is the existing SyncML process device, to enable MPEG-7
data synchronization process, and MDE, MCC, and ASS were also implemented to extend
existing technology to link with MPEG-7 [37].

4.1. Implementation of SDCMS

SDCMS consists of four types: MPEG-7 Data Management Subsystem (MDM), MPEG-
7 Validation Checking Subsystem (MVC), MPEG-7 Data Synchronize Processing Subsystem
(MSP), and MPEG-7 Data Management Subsystem/Client (MDM/C). It is composed of
subsystems [38].

4.1.1. MDM

MDM stores and manages MPEG-7 data in the home-client–home-server type and
consists of four modules.

Figure 6 shows the component modules of the MDM subsystem.
XSDS (XML Schema Document Storage Module) stores and manages various mul-

timedia data types and MPEG-7 schema as XML document types in Berkeley DB XML.
XSDR (XML Schema Document Retrieve Module) supports the function to search XML
documents suitable for each MPEG-7 schema. MDSS (Media Description Schema Support-
ing Module) manages storage for the MDS Schema among MPEG-7 schema documents
to be stored. XMSS (XML MPEG-7 Schema Supporting Module) manages storage for the
MPEG-7 schema [39].
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Figure 6. MDM subsystem configuration module.

4.1.2. MVC

MVC checks the validation of the XML schema and XML document supporting MPEG-
7. We devised a method to check the validation of MPEG-7 Schema and MPEG-7 document
with various datatypes. MVC consists of 4 modules.

Figure 7 shows the constituent modules and relationships of MVC.
MDTM checks the datatype of multimedia metadata provided by MPEG-7 MDS.

SVCM checks validation for XML Schema of MPEG-7 data. XDVM checks validation
for the XML document of MPEG-7 data. XSVM checks the validation between the XML
document and XML Schema of MPEG-7 data [40].
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Figure 7. MVC subsystem construction module.

4.1.3. MSP

MSP supports the synchronization of MPEG-7 data by extending the SyncML function
in consideration of the MDS datatype. MSP consists of two modules: MDTM and DSSM.

Figure 8 shows the constituent modules of MSP and their interrelationships. MDTM
plays a role in transmitting MPEG-7 data searched according to the request of the home
client. DSSM plays a role in supporting data synchronization between home client and
home server.
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Figure 8. Construction module of MSP subsystem.

4.1.4. MDM/C

MDM/C was developed to systematically self-manage MPEG-7 data provided by the
home server. MDM/C consists of four modules: XSDS/C, XSDR/C, MDSS/C, and XMSS/C.
XSDS/C is for storing MPEG-7 data provided from the home server. XSDR/C is for search-
ing the stored MPEG-7 data [41]. MDSS/C supports the MDS schema. XMSS/C supports
the XML schema. Each of these modules basically has a function similar to the home
server side, but it was implemented to only consist of the basic functions of the DBMS by
considering the resource limitations in the functions of the underlying database as much
as possible.

4.2. Implementation of SDCMS

SDCOS consists of three subsystems: a Multimedia Data Editing Subsystem (MDE),
a Multimedia Contents Control Subsystem (MCC), and an Application Service Support
Subsystem (ASS).

4.2.1. MDE

MDE has an edit function of Smart Home digital data. MDE consists of two modules:
MDE (MPEG-7 MetaData Edit Module) and DCE (Digital Contents Edit Module).

Figure 9 shows the constituent modules and relationships of MDE.
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Figure 9. Construction module of MDE subsystem.

MDE is for editing MPEG-7 metadata and DCE is for editing Smart Home digital
contents. MDE interacts with MVC and DCE interacts with MCC.

4.2.2. MCC

MCC is responsible for the control function of Smart Home digital data. MCC consists
of two modules: DCC/S (Digital Contents Control/Server) and CDM (Contents Data
Management).

Figure 10 shows the constituent modules and relationships of MCC. DCC/S is a
module for managing digital contents in home server, and CDM is a module for managing
contents data. DCC/S receives and controls contents from MDE, and CDM stores and
manages contents data in database [42].
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Figure 10. Construction module of MCC subsystem.

4.2.3. ASS

ASS supports the effective development of Smart Home applications. ASS consists
of two modules: DCO (Digital Contents Operation) and DCC/C (Digital Contents Con-
trol/Client).

Figure 11 shows the constituent modules and relationships of ASS. DCO is to drive
digital contents in home client, and DCC/C is to manage digital contents in home client.

4.3. Implementation of SAS (Smart Home Application Service)

SAS consists of two or more applications such as Home Theater and Home Classroom.
SAS is linked to function check of SDCMOS and deriving new home service applica-
tion. Through this application system construction, SDCMOS leads the new home service
direction [43].
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Figure 11. Construction module of ASS subsystem.

4.4. SDCMOS Case

When a user requests information through the smart home application service, SDCOS
accesses the SDCMS DB and searches for the relevant information. If there is no relevant
information, the relevant contents are found through search and are stored in the DB.

Figure 12 shows a part of a typical multimedia contents segment. It shows the process
of classifying the searched contents and storing them in the DB.
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Figure 12. Establishment of Smart Home service (Home Theater).

Figure 13 shows multimedia contents segment information as an MPEG-7 document.
It is a process of bringing desired multimedia contents to home client and managing it by
using MPEG-7 data based on XML Schema.
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Figure 13. Example of MPEG-7 metadata.

Figure 13a defines the MPEG-7 schema using MPEG-7 DDL, which is a super set of
XML schema language, and creates an MPEG-7 document instance according to this schema.
The MPEG-7 schema utilizes a predetermined datatype for various media reflecting the
characteristics of multimedia. Figure 13b shows the conversion of MPEG-7 schema to
MPEG-7 document instance [44–47].
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5. Conclusions and Future Challenges

In this paper, a real-time multimedia process can be effectively supported in home
service of wireless LAN environment. In addition, efficient search for necessary multimedia
information is possible even in home appliances away from the home server. In addition,
digital library and remote education were made possible in the Smart Home environment
of wireless LAN. SDCMOS was developed to be usable in parts such as biomedical image
search, history museums, art exhibition halls, tourism information, geographic information,
and e-commerce.

The multimedia service market using MPEG-7 is increasing exponentially. Therefore,
as a future task of this paper, it should be able install MPEG-7 in all kinds of embedded
systems that want to service multimedia in a wireless LAN environment. This should be
developed as an independent embedded MPEG-7 data process system.
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